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S

ince 2010, the debate over immigration has seen the

There is a clear need for the administration and Congress to
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address the estimated 11 million people unlawfully present in the
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government; cities sue states; and people sue the federal

United States.6 Taking an incremental step to solve this particular

government, states, and cities.4 The recent cascade of

immigration issue could relieve some of the overall pressure in the

federal government sue states; states sue the federal
2

federal court litigation related to past executive orders and actions,

immigration system itself. Ideally, this would then allow the Presi-

and the heated rhetoric surrounding it, could be damaging the

dent and Congress to move forward with more-comprehensive and

United States’ ability to address the issue of immigration in a civil

bipartisan legislation to overhaul the Immigration and Nationality

and measured manner. This has certainly been true for the con-

Act (INA)—the basic structure of which is now 65 years old.7

tinuing debate over the fate of the government’s Deferred Action
for Childhood Arrivals (DACA) program, which involves approxi-

The Current Immigration Debate Landscape

mately 700,000 people brought to the United States as minors and

The current argument pits the “rule-of-law” group against the
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without lawful immigration status. Arguably, it is now a chronic

“humanitarian” group. Unfortunately, to one degree or another,

aggravation that increases the polarization of the political process

many in both of these groups use black-and-white rhetoric that

and American society. This Perspective outlines a possible first step

paralyzes forward movement.

toward a productive approach to immigration reform. It is designed
to provide a new avenue for discussion on this contentious issue.

The position of the rule-of-law group is straightforward: The
United States is a nation of laws. Thus, this group asserts, authorities must enforce the laws already on the books. If one enters the

country illegally or overstays the authorized period of stay, the

chance for agreed-upon immigration reform legislation. It is this

person has violated the rule of law. The ultimate penalty for this

fact that necessitates that both groups work together to compro-

violation is deportation from the United States (also referred to

mise on solutions. The existing INA, as old as it is, offers them an

as removal). In the view of this rule-of-law group, imposing any

opportunity to do just that with just a few minor tweaks. The fact

punishment other than deportation would incentivize others to

is that deportation is only one of the tools in the INA framework to

commit illegal entry or overstay, then never have to actually leave

address the problem posed by a large population of people lacking

the United States. The rule-of-law argument can be appealing. It is

lawful status.

simple, and it adheres to the core American belief that a democratic
The Legal and Demographic Framework

society can function only through a system of rules.
The position of the humanitarian group is less straight-

A little-known section of the INA, 240A(b)—Cancellation of

forward but has equal appeal, albeit to a different core value: The

Removal—allows certain people unlawfully present in the United

United States is a nation founded on the canon that all people are

States to apply for and receive lawful permanent resident status (i.e.,

endowed with unalienable rights (a phrase that Thomas Jefferson

a “green card”). To qualify for this benefit, the person must (1) have

did not limit to those with lawful status). Thus, authorities must

been physically present in the United States for a continuous period

enforce the laws in a manner that respects the human rights of the

of not less than ten years prior to application; (2) have been a per-

individual, even if that person violated the law. Deportation, the

son of good moral character during that period; (3) not have been

humanitarian group argues, is too severe a punishment for the vast

convicted of certain crimes (as listed in the INA); and (4) establish

majority of people unlawfully present. For those who have fami-

that deportation would result in exceptional and extremely unusual

lies in the United States, have been gainfully employed, and have

hardship to his or her U.S. citizen or lawful permanent resident

other wise abided by the rule of law, deportation is a draconian pen-

spouse, parent, or child.8 These are all criteria that both sides of the

alty, particularly for their spouses and children (many of whom are

debate find relevant in at least some circumstances.
Estimates put the number of people who have been unlawfully

U.S. citizens). Therefore, this group asserts, some form of amnesty
is warranted. This position evokes the collective American sense of

present in the United States for more than ten years somewhere

fairness and mercy and appeals to the desire for a justice system in

between 6 million and 8 million.9 Of this population, between

which the punishment always fits the crime.

1 million and 2 million people are married to U.S. citizens or permanent residents.10 Additionally, estimates put the number of U.S.

Of course, both positions are righteous to the extent that
they defend their respective core principles. Both are consistent

native-born children who have a parent who is unlawfully present

with American values and current immigration laws. But, because

at approximately 4.5 million.11 The pool of potential applicants for

neither side is likely to succeed at imposing its policy on the other,

this benefit, therefore, is very likely to be in the several millions.

these positions can be mutually exclusive, thereby precluding any
2

A little-known section of the Immigration and Nationality Act—Cancellation of Removal—
allows certain people unlawfully present in the United States to apply for and receive lawful
permanent resident status.
The reason this section of the law remains obscure is a statu-

Several iterations of the suspension statute followed as Con-
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tory idiosyncrasy of the INA. The section states that the “Attor-

gress made changes to the immigration laws in 1952, 1962, and

ney General” may grant cancellation of removal. This has come

1996, when the current version of suspension—renamed cancella-

to mean that only an immigration judge (an employee of the U.S.

tion of removal—was passed and signed into law.17 Throughout its

Department of Justice) can adjudicate an application for cancella-

history, however, suspension or cancellation has remained within
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tion of removal. One of the reasons for this idiosyncrasy has to do

the sole discretion of the Attorney General to grant or deny after

with the statutory history underlying cancellation of removal. Since

deportation proceedings commenced against the person. There-

1940, Congress has provided the U.S. Attorney General with the

fore, to apply for the benefit of cancellation, an applicant must be

discretionary power to “suspend” the deportation of people unlaw-

placed into proceedings before an immigration judge. However, to
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fully present in the United States if they meet certain criteria. This

get before an immigration judge, a person must first be placed into

was a defensive form of relief from removal for which the person

immigration court proceedings by a DHS immigration agent or

could apply only after he or she had been apprehended and placed

officer (an employee of ICE, CBP, or USCIS).18
There are several problems with this process, which is why mil-

into the deportation process. A person unlawfully present in 1940

lions who could be eligible for green cards have not applied. First,

could not affirmatively file an application for suspension with the
15

there are only about 330 immigration judges in the entire system.19

Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS).

The purpose behind the suspension legislation was to recognize

Currently, the backlog of cases before these judges now numbers

that removing an unlawfully present person could, under certain

more than 600,000.20 The resulting average time before a case is

circumstances, be overly punitive. This would be particularly

even heard by a judge stands at nearly two years; in some jurisdic-

true for the person’s family members, who would face the extra-

tions, it is over three years.21
Second, when Congress enacted § 240A(b) of the INA in

ordinarily difficult choice of either leaving the United States with
their family member or being forced to suffer the loss (e.g., familial,

1996, it imposed an annual cap of 4,000 people who could receive

social, financial) of a spouse, son, daughter, father, or mother. At

the benefit.22 What could seem to be a low cap number now

that time (1940), the person needed only to have shown that depor-

was likely not perceived as low in 1996. In 1986, the Immigra-

tation would result in a “serious economic detriment” to his or her

tion Reform and Control Act (IRCA) had provided amnesty to
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approximately 3 million people unlawfully present in the United

U.S. citizen or legal resident spouse, parent, or minor child.

3

States.23 The total number of deportations in 1996 was 69,68024

out, apprehend, (possibly) detain, and litigate a person’s case over

25

(far lower than the 240,255 removed in fiscal year 2016). There-

the course of years, at great cost, when he or she likely qualifies to

fore, in 1996, the number of people present in the United States

live permanently in the United States and will gain that relief at

who had not already received amnesty and who had acquired the

the end of the process. Along the same lines, another question is

requisite ten years of physical presence to be eligible for cancellation

whether it makes better sense to deploy the assets of the deporta-

was likely much smaller. Furthermore, the cap itself is essentially

tion system against those who have committed crimes or other

notional. Once the cap is reached, additional people who apply are

serious violations of law or who pose some level of public safety or

not denied and deported. Instead, pending applications are simply

national security threat. These people are more clearly deportable

pushed to the next calendar year, further increasing the immigra-

from the United States under current law. It is also worth noting

tion court’s docket backlog. While awaiting adjudication, the

that they stand a much greater chance of actually being removed

applicant may live and work in the United States lawfully.

26

from United States after apprehension and litigation.30

Third, because of the court’s backlog, in November 2014,

The end result of the current system has been, and continues

DHS prioritized placing certain people into deportation proceed-

to be, a large number of people who meet the four requirements

ings, such as those who are apprehended at the border, those whom

for cancellation of removal listed earlier but who are least likely to

the INA requires to be before the court, or those who represent a

come before an immigration judge authorized to determine their

27

public safety or national security risk. This was a logical choice

eligibility for this relief. They are currently eligible for permanent

given the system’s flow constraints. Targeting these populations for

legal status in the United States under the rules already on the

removal led many groups to refer to President Barack Obama as the

books but simply need a venue in which to have their cases deter-

“deporter-in-chief,” given the high number of people removed from

mined. Instituting an adjudication process to provide that venue

28

the United States during his two terms. Although DHS under the

would not, therefore, be an amnesty as strictly defined (though,

Trump administration has no rank ordering of removal priorities,

admittedly, some on the political spectrum would characterize it as

the January 25, 2017, executive order lists similar “enforcement

such).

priorities” for people who have engaged in certain categories of

Amnesty is defined as a

conduct related to national security, public safety, or other civil
violations.

sovereign act of forgiveness for past acts, granted by
a government to all persons (or to a certain class of
persons) who have been guilty of a crime or derelict,
generally of political offenses . . . and often conditioned on their return to obedience and duty within
a prescribed time.31

29

The result of this current system is that the longer a person has
been in the United States illegally (assuming otherwise good moral
character), the less sense it makes to expend precious law enforcement and court assets on that person for simply being unlawfully
present. This could lead some to ask why authorities should seek
4

The end result of the current system has been, and continues to be, a large number of people
who meet the requirements for cancellation of removal but who are least likely to come before
an immigration judge authorized to determine their eligibility for this relief.
A Path Forward: Compromise and the Statutory

In the immigration context, the 1986 amnesty provisions of
IRCA generally typify the concept. Title II of IRCA created a new

Fix

legalized status for the millions who benefited from its creation. So

Given the current landscape, a solution between deportation and

long as certain residency and admissibility conditions were met,

outright amnesty would be to adjust the existing statutory frame-

these people could eventually become U.S. citizens.32 There were no

work to allow more-immediate processing of people eligible for

penalty provisions in IRCA directed to punish the initial violation

cancellation.33 Congress, if it chooses to do this, could do so by

of illegally entering the United States or overstaying a permitted

amending the current section in three simple ways. First, it could

visa period of stay. These violations were, for all intents and pur-

give the Attorney General and the Secretary of Homeland Security

poses, forgiven as a matter of sovereign grace.

equal jurisdiction over the application. Giving DHS adjudica-

Updating the existing cancellation-of-removal statutory

tion authority would enable the secretary to deploy the assets of

provision in order to apply it more readily to the population it

USCIS—the immigration benefits arm of the department—to

was intended to address—as proposed below—is not a new act

determine who is and who is not eligible for cancellation of

of forgiveness on the part of the government but rather an adjust-

removal.34 With approximately 19,000 employees,35 USCIS is far

ment of procedure that permits those covered by it to access the

better equipped than the immigration court’s 330 judges to tackle

benefits of the existing law more easily and at lower expense to the

this problem from a human resources perspective. Disputed cases

government. Unlike the 1986 amnesty provisions, such an update

could still be referred to an immigration judge (as described below).

would not create a new type of legalized status out of whole cloth.

Moreover, USCIS adjudicators are already authorized to grant

Moreover, if deemed appropriate or necessary to update the law,

lawful permanent residence or green card status under a similar

cancellation could be amended to specifically punish the viola-

statutory provision and application. This is accomplished through a

tions of law that resulted in the person’s unlawful status in the

process called adjustment of status.36 The application is very similar

first instance. Possible punishments—such as a fine or a restriction

to the application for cancellation of removal and results in exactly

on naturalization—would make it the antipode to an amnesty.

the same benefit (i.e., a green card).37 In fact, USCIS officers grant,

Such an update might, in fact, be viewed as one means of efficient

on average, just over a half a million green cards a year by way of

application and execution of the existing immigration laws.

adjustment of status.38 For these adjudications, USCIS officers
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A solution between deportation and outright amnesty would be to adjust the existing
statutory framework to allow more-immediate processing of people eligible for cancellation.
analyze both legal and discretionary eligibility issues. As a result,

and that the risk of self-identifying by way of the filing is too great.

they have long-standing expertise in weighing many of the same

By incentivizing eligible people to come forward, law enforcement

equitable factors that immigration judges must weigh when decid-

can focus its efforts more directly on the remaining population

ing cancellation cases.

who are not eligible for relief from removal. A focused targeting of

Additionally, the process of adjudication before USCIS would

this population could also result in reduced detention and litiga-

be similar to the current hearing and trial process before the

tion costs because there may be no legal and practical basis for the

immigration court. Cancellation applicants would be required to

person to dispute his or her deportation. This savings can then be

file the application with USCIS; undergo a rigorous background

reinvested in more-efficient and -effective border control, targeting,

check process; and report for a personal interview, during which

and removal of clearly ineligible or dangerous populations.

their application and supporting evidence would be evaluated to

Another consideration that will need to be taken into account

determine eligibility. This would, however, shift the manner in

is the discretionary aspect of cancellation as an immigration

which cancellation applicants enter the immigration system. It

benefit. In addition to the statutory requirements, cancellation is

would no longer be a defensive filing before the immigration court

a discretionary form of relief: The statute states that the Attorney

in response to apprehension by ICE or CBP law enforcement offi-

General “may” cancel the removal of the individual applicant.

cers and agents. Applicants would choose to file affirmatively with

Precedent case law requires the immigration judge to weigh a num-

USCIS, thereby identifying themselves and their lack of lawful

ber of positive and negative criteria to exercise discretion appro-

status to government officials. This affirmative choice to file could

priately.39 The positive factors include family ties in the United

conserve law enforcement resources and appeal to the rule-of-law

States, length of time in the United States, history of employment,

side of the argument.

property ownership, business ties, military service, community

With a shift to an affirmative filing system, people are more

service, and good character. The negative factors include circum-

likely to take steps, such as obtaining legal advice, prior to filing

stances surrounding the grounds of removal, additional immigra-

to ensure that they meet the eligibility requirements. Doing so

tion violations, existence of a criminal record, and other evidence of

would reduce the risk of self-identifying, being deemed ineligible

poor character. As noted above, USCIS adjudicators already apply

at adjudication, and being apprehended for removal as a result.

a similar set of factors in their adjudication of adjustment-of-status

Presumably, those who do not file affirmative applications will have

applications, which also result in the granting of lawful permanent

made a similar calculation and determined that they are ineligible

residence status.40 Thus, with some additional training, it would
6

not be difficult to adopt and apply the same standards currently

cap number to accommodate what it determines to be a reasonable

applied by immigration judges.

number of new lawful permanent residents per year.43 Once the
new cap is reached, any subsequent application could be condi-

If denied by a USCIS officer, the person could then seek review
in a similar manner to other applications adjudicated by USCIS,

tionally granted. The person would maintain conditional resident

such as adjustment of status. The appeals process generally includes

status until a cancellation number became available in a subsequent

review before the immigration court, which can then be appealed

year. In this way, people conditionally granted lawful permanent

to the Board of Immigration Appeals, a unit within the Depart-

residence would be required to maintain their eligibility for full

ment of Justice. Board of Immigration Appeals decisions can then

status (e.g., good moral character) while they wait for a cap number

be appealed to the federal appellate courts. Thus, mechanisms

to become available.44
Last, Congress could consider whether to strike the “excep-

already exist for many applications filed with USCIS for both the
government to reinforce the rule of law and for people to exercise

tional” aspect of the hardship requirement. In its place, lawmakers

their statutory and due process rights. Although USCIS will likely

might, if they choose, opt to impose both an “extreme hardship”

need additional resources, workforce restructuring, and train-

standard and, if deemed useful or just, a new penalty provi-

ing to absorb what could be millions of new applications, when

sion. Some in the rule-of-law group could view this easing of the

one considers that the agency already adjudicates approximately

hardship standard as backdoor “amnesty” because it will result
in increased eligibility among the unlawfully present population.

3,700 family-based green card applications per day, it is clear that it
41

However, there are two significant benefits to this approach.

has enormous capacity—dwarfing that of the immigration court.
Second, Congress might also consider whether to remove or

First, the “exceptional and unusual” requirement restricts

increase the cap on cancellations, in that the cap has no bearing

the pool of applicants in a manner that is inconsistent with other

42

on eligibility or deportability. Although some could argue that

long-standing immigration laws related to eligibility for benefits

doing so would provide an incentive for illegal immigration, this

and relief from removal. Two specific immigration benefits stand

must be balanced with the practical aspects of the problem out-

as examples: the waiver of inadmissibility for certain criminal acts

lined above and the possibility of improved border security. One

and the waiver for certain acts of fraud or willful misrepresenta-

approach for managing the number is for Congress to increase the

tion.45 These waivers currently allow people who would otherwise

Cancellation applicants would no longer enter defensive filings before the immigration court
in response to apprehension by ICE or CBP law enforcement officers and agents but instead
would choose to file affirmatively with USCIS. USCIS’s capacity to process filings dwarfs that
of the immigration court.
7

be inadmissible to the United States for various reasons to apply for

to their unlawful presence, but reducing the standard to extreme

admission either as immigrants or as nonimmigrant visitors. Both

hardship for other applicants.51 This standard remained in place

waivers require the applicant to prove extreme hardship to certain

until the passage of the Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant

immediate family members who are U.S. citizens or lawful perma-

Responsibility Act (IIRAIRA) in 1996.52 IIRAIRA reinstated the

nent residents. Equalizing the hardship standard between people

“exceptional and extremely unusual” standard as part of the mea-

who are inadmissible to the United States and people who are

sure that replaced suspension of deportation with cancellation of

already in the United States but are removable creates one consis-

removal.53 At the time, there was a view in Congress that the Board

tent standard for two similarly situated groups.

of Immigration Appeals, in reviewing immigration court determinations, had gone too far in watering down the “extreme hardship”

Statutory history also supports this position. As discussed

standard.54

above, in 1940, the hardship burden of proof for people to qualify
for suspension of deportation was “serious economic detriment.”46

Second, if Congress chose to strike the higher hardship

With the passage of the 1952 INA, however, Congress tightened

burden and revert to the previous standard, it would enable the

47

this standard to “exceptional and extremely unusual hardship.”

U.S. government to more directly address the immigration status

The legislative history indicates that Congress was concerned that

question for a significantly larger population of people (likely in the

the “serious economic detriment” standard was too lenient and

millions) who have lived and worked in the country for more than

incentivized the “flouting” of immigration law to take advantage

ten years but are unable to fully integrate into their communities

48

of suspension as an administrative remedy to unlawful presence.

for fear of detection, apprehension, and deportation. Additionally,

That said, Congress continued to recognize that certain people

by expanding the opportunity to obtain legal status, rather than

deserved protection from deportation despite being unlawfully

defaulting to a position of deportation only, the government will be

49

present and that removing them would be “unconscionable.”

able to impose what it determines to be a just punishment on a far

However, there was significant criticism of the adoption of the

greater number of people who entered the United States illegally or

heightened standard, including from Presidents Harry Truman and

overstayed their visa periods.

50

Dwight Eisenhower. In 1962, Congress amended the hardship

Presumably, relaxing the hardship standard will lead to an

standard again, retaining the “exceptional and unusual” language

increase in the number of people eligible to apply for cancellation

for people who committed certain criminal violations in addition

of removal. When coupled with a new penalty provision, should

The “exceptional and unusual” requirement for cancellation restricts the pool of applicants in a
manner that is inconsistent with other long-standing immigration laws related to eligibility for
benefits and relief from removal.
8

Congress choose to enact one, individual applicants will be forced

est of immigration penalties that may or may not fit the totality

to accept a level of punishment for breaking immigration laws in

of the circumstances. If the request is granted, the person receives

the first place in exchange for the opportunity to obtain lawful per-

lawful status without facing any form of punishment for the initial

manent resident status. In this way, Congress can defend the rule of

immigration violation. In many ways, the current framework is

law with penalty provisions that could be better suited to serve as

a win-or-lose situation for both sides of the issue. However, with

a punishment for the initial immigration violations (i.e., unlawful

the relatively minor statutory adjustments outlined above, Con-

entry or overstay).

gress can address and balance both humanitarian concern over the

Although the proper penalties for those seeking cancellation of

severity of deportations and rule-of-law concern that violations of

removal would require significant analysis and a political debate,

immigration statutes be punished appropriately.

some possible example categories of penalties include a requirement

Additionally, amending cancellation could be used by either

to pay all back taxes for the ten-year period or a civil fine (amount

side to further the debate and resolution of other areas of impasse,

to be negotiated); limits on public benefits, such as education, hous-

such as increasing funding for immigration enforcement and build-

ing, or other taxpayer-funded programs; restrictions on naturaliza-

ing additional infrastructure (i.e., “the wall”). One could posit that,

tion, such as a lifetime bar to obtaining citizenship or an extended

as part of the negotiations, the humanitarian side could agree to

period before naturalization is available (from the current three- or

additional funding for enforcement and infrastructure in exchange

five-year periods to ten years or more); or other additional condi-

for agreeing to relax the hardship standard.56 Such a compromise

tions, such as passing a civics and English exam, as determined by

could assuage the rule-of-law side’s concern that granting cancella-

55

tion to millions would incentivize further illegal immigration.

Congress.

In sum, amending cancellation of removal to make the procedural processes that permit it more effective and less expensive

Conclusion

offers a potential modus vivendi to address one major aspect of the

The current debate over immigration has been hopelessly deadlocked

immigration dilemma. Should the status quo remain, those unlaw-

since 1996, which is when Congress last passed a bipartisan immi-

fully present will continue to be incentivized to avoid detection for

gration reform bill (IIRAIRA). Even IIRAIRA, however, was quite

fear of deportation. This is a scenario in which neither the humani-

limited in scope. It lacked the comprehensive aspects necessary to

tarian nor the rule-of-law camp makes progress; it also does not

put to rest many of the contentious issues that continue to frustrate

vindicate either set of values. Even in cases of detection and appre-

the U.S. immigration system and those who seek to revamp its legal

hension, the current statutory scheme will add extensively to an

requirements and processes. These issues tend to orbit around the

already overburdened and backlogged immigration court docket.

fundamental functions of any immigration system, such as (but

If the case is adjudicated before the court and the application is

certainly not limited to) border security; public safety; national

denied, the only available punishment is deportation—the sever-

security; the status of visitors, refugees, and immigrants; questions of
9

making these three simple changes to one statutory section of the

In sum, amending cancellation of removal to
make the procedural processes that permit
it more effective and less expensive offers a
potential modus vivendi to address one major
aspect of the immigration dilemma.

current INA. First, Congress could give DHS (specifically USCIS)
concurrent jurisdiction over the cancellation application for relief
from deportation and removal from the United States. Second,
Congress could increase or strike the current cap of 4,000 grants
of cancellation of removal per year. Third, Congress could strike
the current “exceptional hardship” standard required to qualify
for cancellation in favor of a lesser standard that is coupled with a

citizenship and naturalization; and the disposition and punishment

penalty provision.

of immigration violators, illegal entrants, and visa overstays. The

These three changes to the current immigration law would not

continued deadlock over many of these issues is, in substantial part,

constitute amnesty as that term is defined and would not constitute

rooted in the fact that an estimated population of more than 11 mil-

amnesty as the concept was applied by immigration legislation in

lion people currently resides in the United States unlawfully.

1986 (the IRCA). They are actionable statutory adjustments that

The existence of this population has often been an insur-

would permit less onerous and expensive procedures that could

mountable sticking point for leaders and policymakers on opposite

potentially incentivize millions who are unlawfully present to

ends of the immigration spectrum—those in favor of deportation

affirmatively file (with USCIS) for an existing immigration benefit

of this population and those in favor of amnesty for the same. It

that offers relief from deportation—a benefit for which many are

is here that competing, and frequently conflicting, core American

already eligible as a substantive legal matter. Implementing these

values—abiding by the rule of law and extending humanitarian

changes would also help to alleviate the ever-increasing immigra-

consideration—have clashed in a dramatic and exasperating fash-

tion court backlogs and resulting delays. As it stands, these delays

ion. For either side, the prevailing assumption seems to be that the

make it extraordinarily difficult to marshal federal immigration

selection of either deportation or amnesty does permanent damage

law enforcement assets effectively and efficiently. They also encour-

to one of these core American values. As a result, the debate has

age millions of unlawfully present people to live in the shadows to

failed to move forward to produce viable, comprehensive legisla-

avoid detection and detention, despite the high likelihood of eligi-

tion. In the absence of legislation, executive actions by both the

bility for relief from deportation if their cases could be adjudicated.

Obama and Trump administrations have been delayed, altered, or

Finally, these changes would enable the U.S. government,

barred altogether by the nation’s federal courts.

if Congress so chooses, to account for and punish the unlawful

This Perspective offers a possible path toward compromise.

conduct committed by these people in a manner that is realistic,

Congress, should it choose to do so, could be able to traverse the

executable, and measured. It also allows these people to move on

razor’s edge between the rule-of-law and humanitarian sides by

as productive legal residents who can more fully contribute to their
10

communities and pay taxes. By meeting some of the demands

would submit that compromise is long overdue in the immigration

of both the rule-of-law and humanitarian sides, it also could be

arena.58 These minor statutory adjustments can result in at least

possible to reduce rhetoric that impedes progress for both sides.

one impactful solution within the current panoply of immigration

In concert with other negotiations over border security, as well as

dilemmas dividing the nation and polarizing its political process.

immigration enforcement and benefits, this third approach could,

The existing divisions have reached a point at which many now

in a perfect world, catalyze momentum for more-comprehensive

feel disillusioned, frustrated, and cynical as to U.S. government

immigration reforms both within Congress itself and between

institutions. However, at least with respect to the immigration

Congress and the executive branch.

debate, if the rule-of-law and humanitarian sides were able to take

A third core American principle, and one fundamental to

a measured step toward each other to compromise, the American

democracy, is the ability of disparate “factions” (as James Madison

polity might be able to serve both core American principles well

57

referred to them) to forge political compromise. This Perspective

and possibly restore some faith in government.
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About This Perspective
This Perspective examines the current debate surrounding the issue of
individuals present in the United States without lawful immigration status.
Approximately 11 million individuals living in the United States lack the
necessary immigration documentation to legally reside in the country and
accept employment. The political, legal, and policy questions surrounding
this population have provoked a divisive societal debate that has made
compromise and progress challenging. This Perspective relies on the proposition that the primary obstacle to an immigration modus vivendi is the
contending sides’ unnecessary, damaging adherence to all-or-nothing solutions (either deportation or amnesty). The “rule-of-law” side insists on the
deportation of anyone unlawfully present in the United States. The “humanitarian” side insists that most individuals unlawfully present should be eligible to remain permanently under some form of amnesty. This Perspective
proposes that minor changes in existing immigration law, speciﬁcally in the
statute called Cancellation of Removal, could offer a compromise solution
for millions of individuals. This option would avert the necessity for either
side to abandon its principles or to cross the Rubicon-like barrier that fullscale comprehensive legislation currently represents. In doing so, both the
rule-of-law and humanitarian sides might forge a pragmatic political, legal,
and policy compromise that could serve both positions and provide one
potential solution to address this extremely difﬁcult societal question.
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